
There is an issue of whether race mixing is prohibited in the
Bible. We live in a time when there is an increase of
information. People can choose what to believe from so
many sources, that the average person cannot read it all in
their lifetime. So they depend on the marketplace of ideas
of what makes sense to them. Preconceived notions and
intellectual prejudices will always "color" what people select
as their truth. This then becomes a reflection of what they
are in life and what they give or take from their own race.

So let's have a little look at the Bible. Putting forth the
premise that race mixing is NOT Christian will automatically
prompt cries of foul from all quarters. When the Bible says,
"Prove all things" it is quickly followed by the admonition to
hold on to the good. In the eternal war of words we are
warned that some people will turn good into evil and evil
into good. If someone chooses to not only ignore the Bible,
but to misrepresent it, it then becomes a matter of
changing the truth of God into a lie. Who could that
possibly be? It would be those who have made the wrong
choice and have selected proof that is not good. For
example, the jewish holocaust is riddled with false proof
and yet some people accept it as fact. This produces evil
consequences. If we reject and distort what the Bible has to
say about race mixing, we likewise will suffer evil upon our
society. That's exactly what has happened to our nation.
The battle between good and evil determines blessings or
curses.

In seeking to determine what the Bible teaches, it is
necessary to start at the beginning. Nobody can squirm



around the basic premise of Adam and Eve being of the
same race. I don't know of any versions that say they were
the first two Orientals or Negroes. History depicts them as
White. Christian Identity further identifies them by rightly
dividing the word Adam, which means man. Strong's
Concordance elaborates on this kind of man (#119, 120)
being ruddy, to show blood in the face, i.e. to blush or turn
rosy. The ability to blush (show blood in the face) is
confined to the White race. This is caused by your
subconscious which only God controls, as He breathed His
Living Spirit into Adam who passed it on to you, his White
descendants. You are an infinitesimal projection of your
Creator, so when you do or say something embarrassing,
your subconscious rushes blood to your face. The colored
races, not having been endowed with God's Spirit, have no
abstract sense of right or wrong, consequently are never
embarrassed." It is a misnomer to call other races or
species, "mankind". In the book of Genesis, God's Law of
kind after kind was established, meaning species. The Bible
we have in our hands today repeatedly teaches about 'seed
after its own kind' in which each and every species of plants
and animals propagate within their own kind. In the case of
Adamkind, it is clearly the White race. The Bible interprets
itself by declaring that "This is the book of the generations
of Adam" (Gen. 5:1). 

We have a war of words between White Christians and filthy
judeo-christians, black hebrew israelites, along with
centuries of distorting the Word of God to imply a religion of
universalism and inclusion that fits nicely into the New
World Order of the jew. The antichrist racialists should stop



and think about that for a moment before they start talking
about jewish fairy tales, not only for their own sakes, but
for the implications of our racial survival. Do we fail to
recognize the perversion of racially adulterated churches
and doctrines that sustain it? Or, do we take the racially
conscious spirit of Christian Identity and discern the good
from the bad racial issues based on the principles of God's
racial laws?

Race mixing is equal to racial extermination. The race war
against White people is waged primarily by the most
mongrelized people on the face of the earth….jews. For
2000 years they have been devising slow and fast, direct
and indirect ways of death for our race. When those of our
own kind willingly or unwittingly do the work of the jew by
mixing with blacks et al, there by adulterating all
knowledge of Jesus Christ and His Word of racial salvation,
they become twice the child of hell, than the scribes (media
whores) and Pharisees (pulpit pimps). By eliminating
Christianity and you read everyday of Christians being
slaughtered world wide, so too, must the true Israel
manifested in the White race be protected from their
devilish dream of a Pax Judaica - a world run by jews and
their slaves...blacks
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